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1. Summary 

Computational advertising is a new scientific sub-discipline, at the intersection of 
information retrieval, machine learning, optimization, and microeconomics. Its central 
challenge is to find the best ad to present to a user engaged in a given context, such as 
querying a search engine ("sponsored search"), reading a web page ("content match" and 
"display ads"), watching a movie, IM-ing and so on. The information about the user can vary 
from scarily detailed to practically nil. The number of potential advertisements might be in the 
billions. Thus, depending on the definition of "best match" this challenge leads to a variety of 
massive optimization and search problems, with complicated constraints. 

In an economic setting, an individual - or agent - is assumed to behave selfishly: agents 
compete with each other to acquire the most resources (utility) from their interactions. The 
combined selfish behavior of individual agents serves a particular purpose as an emergent 
property of the system: for example, the efficient allocation of scarce goods. Many 
computational problems can be cast as resource allocation problems. 

Clearly, software agents in a multi-agent system must be intelligent and adaptive. If 
intelligent software agents are to work out the (local) solutions that are best for themselves, 
the rules of the system must be incentive compatible. That is, the rules should be such that as 
individual agents learn how to optimize their own reward, the system as a whole should work 
with increasing efficiency. The combination of intelligent software agents and well-designed 
mechanism (markets/auctions/negotiations) can lead to the desired behavior of the system as a 
whole, a kind of 'collective intelligence'. 

This talk focuses on viewing computational advertising under the lens of competitive 

multi-agent systems and its emergent properties. As an illustration we will describe the 
problem and the space of solutions to the ad serving problem in Yahoo! 's Non-Guaranteed 
Delivery (NGD) Exchange as well as the complex interactions that occur among participating 
entities and bidding agents throughout the process. 
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